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1 Pre-coupling operational data (D-1) 

1.1. Graphical views 

1.1.1. Market View 

 

Please note that all data presented in this document is available through one single platform which is the 

JAO Utility Tool. In the last section you will find information on how to get access through the web 

service. 

Publication day or time is also indicated for each item: please consider that “D” stands for the delivery 

day; therefore, “D-1” stands for the Day-Ahead on which most of the data is provided as part of the 

market coupling process and finally “D+2” represents the second day after the delivery day.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the “Market View” tab 

The “Market View” tab is split into 2 sections: 

 Check volume: the user can insert volumes of commercial trades (in terms of hub-to-hub 

exchanges or hub net export positions) in order to test their feasibilities. Please note that those 

feasibility checks are performed on all 24 hours. This implies that if Test 2 indicates 

‘Constrained Transmission System’, at least in one of the 24 hours a constraint was violated. 

 Max volume: this section gathers the information of the tabs “Max net pos” and “Max exchanges 

(Maxbex)”. 

Please note that if one changes the value of the date picker, it will update the figures of all the tabs of the 

excel file according to the chosen date. 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 
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1.1.2. Market graphs 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of the “Market graphs” tab 

The “Market graphs” tab gathers the graphs representing the Flow-Based indicators of the tabs “Max net 

pos” and “Max exchanges (Maxbex)” for the 24 hours of the selected day. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

1.1.3. CWE map 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Screenshot of the “CWE map” tab 
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The “CWE map” tab displays the indicators of the final Flow-Based matrix in a different manner: it 

shows the maximum bilateral exchanges of each border and the min/max net positions of each hub on a 

map representing the CWE configuration. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

1.1.4. Border Data Overview 

 

 
Figure 4: Screenshot of the “Border Data Overview” tab with a CWE border 

 

This tab gathers the general pieces of information for a selected border for each hour of a market coupling 

date: 

 The ATC in MW offered for the Day-ahead market coupling (for the non-CWE borders); 

 The allocated capacity (or BEC1) in MW after market coupling; 

 The Price Spread in €/MWh; 

 The Congestion Income in €; 

 The nominated volume of the long term allocated product (LTN) in MW; 

 The Shadow Auction ATC, being the ATC that would be provided to a shadow auction 

mechanism, in MW; 

 The Intraday ATC, being the left-over capacity after the FBMC expressed as initial ATC, in 

MW. 

 

Please note that for the CWE internal borders, the ATCs and Congestion Income are not available on a 

border basis (see Figure 4) and for the other borders, the long term nominations, the Shadow Auction 

ATCs and the intraday ATCs will not be available (see Figure 5). 

                                                           
1 Bilateral Exchange Computation 
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the “Border Data Overview” tab with a non-CWE border 

 

Publication time: As soon as data is available (D-1) 

 

1.2. Raw network data 

1.2.1. Virgin domain (initial computation) 

 

 

 

Description: 

This tab contains the Flow-Based matrices (virgin domains, before LTA inclusion and before MinRAM 

application) of the selected day of the initial Flow-based computation (24 FB matrices). In each FB 

matrix, one can find: 

  FileID 

  DeliveryDate  

  Period (hour of the business day) 

  Row 

  OutageName: readable identification of the CO indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Outage 

  CriticalBranchName: readable identification of the CB indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Critical Branch 

  Presolved: if the value is TRUE then the corresponding CBCO constrains the FB domain 

  Remaining Available Margin of the corresponding CBCO in MW 

  Fmax: the maximum allowable power flow of the corresponding CBCO 

  Fref: the reference flow of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 
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  FRM: the flow reliability margin of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  FAV: the final adjustment value of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  AMR: Adjustment value to ensure a minimum RAM of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  minRAM factor: Percentage of Fmax that will be ensured as minimum RAM of the 

corresponding CBCO 

  MinRAM justification: Justifications for MinRAM values 

  BiddingArea_Shortname: the bidding area of the following ptdf (Factor) 

  Factor: the ptdf of the previous hub (BiddingArea_Shortname) 

 

These are the Flowbased parameters of the first Flowbased computation. The values represent the 

status before the qualification and verification phase in CWE. 

Details about the nomenclature of CBCOs: 

 

CB publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] CB name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 HubFrom, HubTo and TSO can be BE, NL, FR, AT, D2 (Tennet Germany), D4 

(TransnetBW), D7 (Amprion), D8 (50Hertz). 

 In order to use a consistent naming for the CB name the following rules are considered: CB 

name = substation_FROM_name - substation_TO_name elementID 

 substation_FROM_name and substation_TO_name are stable 

 the elementID indicates an element number (e.g. 380.19 for BE elements) or 

a specific indicator (e.g. “White/Grey/Black/…” for NL elements) to 

differentiate between parallel elements 

 The CB name always has to include the human readable connected 

substation names divided by a hyphen.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 Since element IDs are not always equal over different TSOs, the IDs are 

harmonized between TSOs to guarantee consistent naming 

 Direction can be DIR or OPP. DIR means that the CB is monitored from firstly mentioned 

hub/substation to the secondly mentioned hub/substation. OPP inverts the order.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and are stable.  

 

Examples: 

o [BE-FR] Achene - Lonny 380.19 [DIR] [BE]  

o [BE-BE] Avelgem - Horta 380.101 [DIR]  

 

Tripods publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] Y - substation (- substation 2 - substation 3) [Direction] 

( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 Y stands for the node connecting all three branches of the tripod. The firstly mentioned 

substation after the Y defines the branch of the tripod that is monitored. If it is monitored from 

the Y-node to the substation the direction is DIR. Otherwise it is OPP.  

 [hubFrom] and [hubTo] refer to the Y-node and the first substation mentioned.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and do not change the order of substations.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Example: [D4-D4] Y - Engstlatt (- Oberjettingen - Pulverdingen) rot [DIR] 

   

PSTs publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] PST name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 There was no rule defined how the direction of a PST is chosen  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Outage publication name: The naming of the outages is harmonized among the different TSOs and is 

based on the nomenclature of CBs. No direction and TSO is indicated for COs. 
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Temporary limit parameter 

 If the TSO is using temporary limit leading to different Fmax for the same CNE of the same 

hour, the timing will be included in the CNE naming. 

 Currently used by RTE. 

 

Example: 

 [D7-FR] Ensdorf - Vigy 2 [DIR] [FR] - 1' 

 

 [D7-FR]: Control area in which the CNEC is located 

 Ensdorf - Vigy 2: CNE name 

 [DIR]: Direction of the CNE 

o [DIR]: Current order from the CNE name (here from Ensdorf to Vigy) 

o [OPP]: Opposite order from the CNE name (here from Vigy to Ensdorf) 

 [FR]: TSO monitoring the line only applicable for cross-border lines. 

 – 1’: Temporary limit (leading to different FMax) 

 

Please note that there are some minor issues that will somewhat deviate from the nomenclature.  

 Elia will not be able to indicate the full name of a line for contingencies but only the 

substations (i.e. the element ID will be missing) until their tool is adapted end 

2019/beginning 2020 (of which MPs will be informed via a market message). This 

issue is mitigated by the fact that the EIC code provide the full information.  

 Elia will only use the Direction [DIR] until their tool is adapted, with the same timing 

as indicated above. 

 hubFrom-hubTo may be inconsistent for the CNECs provided by Elia until their tool 

is adapted, with the same timing as indicated above. 

 

Publication time: 02.30 am (D-1) 

1.2.2. PTDFs (Early Publication) 

 

 

Figure 6: Screenshot of the “PTDFs Early Implementation” tab 

 

Description: 

This tab contains the presolved Flow-Based matrices of the selected day before long term nominations 

(24 FB matrices). In each FB matrix, one can find: 

  one line per presolved CBCO2 with the fixed ID 

  one column per hub with the PTDF3
hub value per CBCO 

  one column with the Remaining Available Margin (RAM) per CBCO 

 

These FB matrices are not the final values used as input network data for the market coupling process. 

 

                                                           
2 Critical Branch Critical Outage 
3 Power Transfer Distribution Factor 
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In addition, the two columns “Test Hub to Hub” and “Test Hub positions” indicate whether a CBCO is 

constrained with the respective set of  “Hub to Hub exchanges” or ”Hub positions” (0 means no violation 

and 1 means violation). 

 

Publication time: 08.00 am (D-1) 

1.2.3. Long Term Nominations (LTN) 

 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of the “LTN” tab 

 

Description: 

The first column indicates the hour of the nomination (24 lines overall). The next ten columns represent 

the nominated capacity in MW per border in the two directions. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

1.2.4. PTDFs 

 

 

Figure 8: Screenshot of the “PTDFs” tab 

Description: 

This tab contains the presolved Flow-Based matrices of the selected day following long term 

nominations (24 FB matrices). In each FB matrix, one can find: 

  one line per presolved CBCO with fixed ID label   

  one column per hub with the PTDFhub value per CBCO 

  one column with the Remaining Available Margin (RAM) per CBCO 

 

These FB matrices are the final values used as input network data for the market coupling process. 
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In addition, the two columns “Test Hub to Hub” and “Test Hub positions” indicate whether a CBCO is 

constrained with the respective set of  “Hub to Hub exchanges” or ”Hub positions” (0 means no violation 

and 1 means violation). 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

 

1.2.5. Virgin domain (final computation) 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Screenshot of the “Virgin domain final computation” tab 

 

Description: 

 

This tab contains the Flow-Based matrices (FB Domain without LTA inclusion, with AMR) of the 

selected day of the final Flow-based computation (24 FB matrices). In each FB matrix, one can find: 

  FileID 

  DeliveryDate  

  Period (hour of the business day) 

  Row 

  OutageName: readable identification of the CO indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Outage 

  CriticalBranchName: readable identification of the CB indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Critical Branch 

  Presolved: if the value is TRUE then the corresponding CBCO constrains the FB domain. 

However, for this virgin FB domain, the presolved algorithm has not been performed, therefore 

all entries are FALSE 

  Remaining Available Margin of the corresponding CBCO in MW 

  Fmax: the maximum allowable power flow of the corresponding CBCO 

  Fref: the reference flow of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  FRM: the flow reliability margin of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  FAV: the final adjustment value of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  AMR: Adjustment value to ensure a minimum RAM of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  minRAM factor: Percentage of Fmax that will be ensured as minimum RAM of the 

corresponding CBCO 

  MinRAM justification: Justifications for MinRAM values 

  BiddingArea_Shortname: the bidding area of the following ptdf (Factor) 

  Factor: the ptdf of the previous hub (BiddingArea_Shortname) 

 

These are the Flowbased parameters of the final Flowbased computation. The values represent the 

status after the qualification and verification phase in CWE. 

Details about the nomenclature of CBCOs: 

CB publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] CB name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 
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 HubFrom, HubTo and TSO can be BE, NL, FR, AT, D2 (Tennet Germany), D4 

(TransnetBW), D7 (Amprion), D8 (50Hertz). 

 In order to use a consistent naming for the CB name the following rules are considered: CB 

name = substation_FROM_name - substation_TO_name elementID 

 substation_FROM_name and substation_TO_name are stable 

 the elementID indicates an element number (e.g. 380.19 for BE elements) or 

a specific indicator (e.g. “White/Grey/Black/…” for NL elements) to 

differentiate between parallel elements 

 The CB name always has to include the human readable connected 

substation names divided by a hyphen.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 Since element IDs are not always equal over different TSOs, the IDs are 

harmonized between TSOs to guarantee consistent naming 

 Direction can be DIR or OPP. DIR means that the CB is monitored from firstly mentioned 

hub/substation to the secondly mentioned hub/substation. OPP inverts the order.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and are stable.  

 

Examples: 

o [BE-FR] Achene - Lonny 380.19 [DIR] [BE]  

o [BE-BE] Avelgem - Horta 380.101 [DIR]  

 

Tripods publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] Y - substation (- substation 2 - substation 3) [Direction] 

( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 Y stands for the node connecting all three branches of the tripod. The firstly mentioned 

substation after the Y defines the branch of the tripod that is monitored. If it is monitored from 

the Y-node to the substation the direction is DIR. Otherwise it is OPP.  

 [hubFrom] and [hubTo] refer to the Y-node and the first substation mentioned.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and do not change the order of substations.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Example: [D4-D4] Y - Engstlatt (- Oberjettingen - Pulverdingen) rot [DIR] 

   

PSTs publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] PST name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 There was no rule defined how the direction of a PST is chosen  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Outage publication name: The naming of the outages is harmonized among the different TSOs and is 

based on the nomenclature of CBs. No direction and TSO is indicated for COs. 

 

Temporary limit parameter 

 If the TSO is using temporary limit leading to different Fmax for the same CNE of the same 

hour, the timing will be included in the CNE naming. 

 Currently used by RTE. 

Example: 

 [D7-FR] Ensdorf - Vigy 2 [DIR] [FR] - 1' 

 

 [D7-FR]: Control area in which the CNEC is located 

 Ensdorf - Vigy 2: CNE name 

 [DIR]: Direction of the CNE 

o [DIR]: Current order from the CNE name (here from Ensdorf to Vigy) 

o [OPP]: Opposite order from the CNE name (here from Vigy to Ensdorf) 

 [FR]: TSO monitoring the line only applicable for cross-border lines. 

 – 1’: Temporary limit (leading to different FMax) 
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Please note that there are some minor issues that will somewhat deviate from the nomenclature.  

 Elia will not be able to indicate the full name of a line for contingencies but only the 

substations (i.e. the element ID will be missing) until their tool is adapted end 

2019/beginning 2020 (of which MPs will be informed via a market message). This 

issue is mitigated by the fact that the EIC code provide the full information.  

 Elia will only use the Direction [DIR] until their tool is adapted, with the same timing 

as indicated above. 

 hubFrom-hubTo may be inconsistent for the CNECs provided by Elia until their tool 

is adapted, with the same timing as indicated above. 

 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

1.2.6. ATCs 

 

 

Figure 10: Screenshot of the “ATCs” tab 

 

Description:  

Each row represents one market coupling hour (24 rows). After the first column “hour”, the next fourteen 

columns gather the ATC values in MW for the two directions of the following borders made available 

for the day-ahead market coupling: 

 FR-ES 

 DK1-DE 

 FR-IT 

 AT-IT 

 SI-IT 

 AT-SI 

 SI-HR 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 
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1.2.7. Max net pos 

 

 

Figure 11: Screenshot of the “Max net pos” tab 

 

Description: 

These tables describe the minimum and maximum CWE net positions in MW of each hub for each hour 

of the day. These indicators are extracted from the vertices of the final Flow-Based domain given for 

market coupling. Please note that these min/max net positions depend on the net positions of the other 

hubs i.e. they are not simultaneously feasible. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 

1.2.8. Max exchanges (Maxbex) 

 

 

Figure 12: Screenshot of the “Max exchanges (Maxbex)” tab 

 

Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour (24 rows). After the first column “hour”, the next columns 

gather the maximum bilateral exchanges between two CWE hubs in MW with the assumption that the 

other net positions are null. These indicators are calculated from the final Flow-Based domain given to 

the day-ahead market coupling. 

For instance: Max BE=> NL is the maximum exchange feasible from BE to NL within the Flow-Based 

domain given to the power exchanges, with NPFR = NPDE = NPAT = 0MW. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 
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1.2.9. Shadow Auction ATC 

 

 

Figure 13: Screenshot of the “Shadow Auction ATC” tab 

 

Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour. The ten next columns represent the ATC for Shadow 

Auctions in MW per border in the two directions. These ATCs are calculated from the Final Flow-Based 

domain and may be used as fallback in case of a market decoupling situation. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D-1) 
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2 Post-coupling operational data (D-1) 

2.1. Net Position 

 

 

Figure 14: Screenshot of the “Net Position” tab 

 

 

 

Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour. After the first column “hour”, the next five columns 

indicate the CWE net positions in MW which were computed by the market coupling algorithm. In other 

words: the CWE net positions respecting the FB domain. 

 

Publication time: 1.00 pm (D-1) 

 

2.2. Allocated Capacities 

 

 

Figure 15: Screenshot of the “Allocated Capacities” tab 
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Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour. After the first column “hour”, the next columns indicate 

the capacity allocated by the market coupling algorithm in MW in the two directions for the following 

borders: 

 AT-DE 

 FR-ES 

 DK1-DE 

 BE-NL 

 DE-NL 

 BE-FR 

 FR-DE 

 FR-IT 

 AT-IT 

 SI-IT 

 AT-SI 

 SI-HR 

 

For the exchanges in the CWE region, those allocated capacities are computed from the CWE net 

positions with the so-called ‘bilateral exchange computation’ (BEC) under the constraint of remaining 

intuitive. For the other borders, they come from the post-processing of the Euphemia algorithm (flow 

calculation). 

 

Publication time: 1.00 pm (D-1) 

2.3. Price Spread 

 

 

Figure 16: Screenshot of the “Price Spread” tab 

 

Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour. After the first column “hour”, the next columns indicate 

the market price spread in €/MWh for the two directions of the following borders: 

 AT-DE 

 FR-ES 

 DK1-DE 

 BE-NL 

 DE-NL 

 BE-FR 

 FR-DE 

 FR-IT 

 AT-IT 

 SI-IT 

 AT-SI 

 SI-HR 

 

 

Publication time: 1.00 pm (D-1) 
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2.4. Intraday ATC 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Screenshot of the “Intraday ATC” tab 

 

Description: 

Each row represents one market coupling hour. After the first column “hour”, the columns B, D, F, H, J, 

L, N, P, R, T indicate the remaining capacity left after the day-ahead capacity allocation, expressed as 

initial ID ATCs in MW for the two directions of the CWE borders.  

 

 

Please note that the capacity values published here are the result of an automatic process using a day 

ahead flow based domain (with updated minRAM Factor in comparison of the Final FB Domain for Day 

Ahead Market Coupling) and the day ahead market clearing point.  These values do not necessarily 

represent the capacities being made available for intraday trading as they are published at a time when 

TSOs have not yet performed their grid analysis and capacity calculation processes based on the day 

ahead market results and day ahead left-over capacities and are therefore without commitment.  

 

As soon as those processes are completed the TSOs will publish the final capacities available for 

intraday trading on the ENTSO-E transparency platform. 

In addition, the final increase/decrease values of the ID ATC after FBMC are published on daily basis. 

 

Publication time for initial ID ATC values: 1.30 pm (D-1) 

Publication time for ID ATC increase/ decrease values: D+1 

2.5. Congestion Income 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Screenshot of the “Congestion income” tab 

 

 

Description: 

This tab gathers the net congestion income per hub and per TSO for the CWE region, and the gross 

congestion income (without UIOSI taken into account) for the non-CWE borders. 

 

Publication time: 10.00 am (D) 
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3 Additional data publication 

3.1. Aggregated D2CF data 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Screenshot of the “D2CF” tab 

 

 

 

Description: 

For capacity calculation purposes, each CWE TSO generates one individual grid model per hour. This 

tab publishes the aggregated assumptions that are taken in individual grid models for each market 

coupling hour on TSO and Hub level: 

 “Vertical load” is the load as seen from the transmission grid in MW in the Individual Grid 

Model (this may be different from national consumption as RES infeeds are included in the 

vertical load); 

 “Generation” is the generation in MW in the Individual Grid Model (Generation units connected 

to the TSO grid thus RES infeeds are mostly not included in these figures); 

 “Best forecast net position” is the forecast of the overall balance of the countries in MW in the 

Individual Grid Models (please note that DE contains the information of Germany, Denmark 

West “DK1” and Luxembourg) before merging into the Common Grid Model. 

Please note that we have the following relationship between the figures: 

Generation = Vertical Load + Net Positions + Losses 

 

Publication time: D-1 
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3.2. Refprog 

 

 

Figure 20: Screenshot of the “Refprog” tab 

Description:  

 Refprog refers to AC market exchanges per border. The sum of AC market exchanges for all 

borders of one country is equal to the AC export or AC import of this country; 

 

 Refprog is used during merging of D2CF files with DACF files to ensure the whole continent 

is balanced, by respecting AC net positions of all continental countries, for D2CF and DACF 

files. During this process D2CF best forecasts may not match with the reference day Net 

Positions (extracted from one realized market coupling day in the past). D2CF are adapted by 

using GSK, in order not to alternate the FB results and to reach reference day AC Net 

Positions. This allows CWE TSOs to provide their best assumptions, and to merge with the 

whole continent. 

 

Publication time: D+2 (ex-post) 

3.3. Final flow based domain 
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Description: 

This tab contains the Flow-Based matrices (final domains, after LTA inclusion and after MinRAM 

application) of the selected day of the final Flow-based computation (24 FB matrices). In each FB 

matrix, one can find: 

  FileID 

  DeliveryDate  

  Period (hour of the business day) 

  Row 

  OutageName: readable identification of the CO indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Outage 

  CriticalBranchName: readable identification of the CB indicating its location 

  EIC_Code of the Critical Branch 

  Presolved: if the value is TRUE then the corresponding CBCO constrains the FB domain 

  Remaining Available Margin of the corresponding CBCO in MW 

  Fmax: the maximum allowable power flow of the corresponding CBCO 

  Fref: the reference flow of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  FRM: the flow reliability margin of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  FAV: the final adjustment value of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  AMR: Adjustment value to ensure a minimum RAM of the corresponding CBCO, in MW 

  minRAM factor: Percentage of Fmax that will be ensured as minimum RAM of the 

corresponding CBCO 

  MinRAM justification: Justifications for MinRAM values 

  BiddingArea_Shortname: the bidding area of the following ptdf (Factor) 

  Factor: the ptdf of the previous hub (BiddingArea_Shortname) 

 

These are the Flowbasedparameters of the final Flowbased computation. The values represent the status 

after the qualification and verification phase in CWE and are used as input for the market coupling 

process. 

CB publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] CB name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 HubFrom, HubTo and TSO can be BE, NL, FR, AT, D2 (Tennet Germany), D4 

(TransnetBW), D7 (Amprion), D8 (50Hertz). 

 In order to use a consistent naming for the CB name the following rules are considered: CB 

name = substation_FROM_name - substation_TO_name elementID 

 substation_FROM_name and substation_TO_name are stable 

 the elementID indicates an element number (e.g. 380.19 for BE elements) or 

a specific indicator (e.g. “White/Grey/Black/…” for NL elements) to 

differentiate between parallel elements 

 The CB name always has to include the human readable connected 

substation names divided by a hyphen.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 Since element IDs are not always equal over different TSOs, the IDs are 

harmonized between TSOs to guarantee consistent naming 

 Direction can be DIR or OPP. DIR means that the CB is monitored from firstly mentioned 

hub/substation to the secondly mentioned hub/substation. OPP inverts the order.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and are stable.  

 

Examples: 

o [BE-FR] Achene - Lonny 380.19 [DIR] [BE]  

o [BE-BE] Avelgem - Horta 380.101 [DIR]  

 

Tripods publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] Y - substation (- substation 2 - substation 3) [Direction] 

( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 Y stands for the node connecting all three branches of the tripod. The firstly mentioned 

substation after the Y defines the branch of the tripod that is monitored. If it is monitored from 

the Y-node to the substation the direction is DIR. Otherwise it is OPP.  
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 [hubFrom] and [hubTo] refer to the Y-node and the first substation mentioned.  

 TSOs use DIR and OPP to indicate the direction and do not change the order of substations.  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Example: [D4-D4] Y - Engstlatt (- Oberjettingen - Pulverdingen) rot [DIR] 

   

PSTs publication name: [hubFrom-hubTo] PST name [Direction] ( + [TSO] if a tie-line) 

 There was no rule defined how the direction of a PST is chosen  

 If there is a hyphen in a substation name, no spaces are used. 

 

Outage publication name: The naming of the outages is harmonized among the different TSOs and is 

based on the nomenclature of CBs. No direction and TSO is indicated for COs. 

 

Temporary limit parameter 

 If the TSO is using temporary limit leading to different Fmax for the same CNE of the same 

hour, the timing will be included in the CNE naming. 

 Currently used by RTE. 

Example: 

 [D7-FR] Ensdorf - Vigy 2 [DIR] [FR] - 1' 

 

 [D7-FR]: Control area in which the CNEC is located 

 Ensdorf - Vigy 2: CNE name 

 [DIR]: Direction of the CNE 

o [DIR]: Current order from the CNE name (here from Ensdorf to Vigy) 

o [OPP]: Opposite order from the CNE name (here from Vigy to Ensdorf) 

 [FR]: TSO monitoring the line only applicable for cross-border lines. 

 – 1’: Temporary limit (leading to different FMax) 

 

Please note that there are some minor issues that will somewhat deviate from the nomenclature.  

 Elia will not be able to indicate the full name of a line for contingencies but only the 

substations (i.e. the element ID will be missing) until their tool is adapted end 

2019/beginning 2020 (of which MPs will be informed via a market message). This 

issue is mitigated by the fact that the EIC code provide the full information.  

 Elia will only use the Direction [DIR] until their tool is adapted, with the same timing 

as indicated above. 

 hubFrom-hubTo may be inconsistent for the CNECs provided by Elia until their tool 

is adapted, with the same timing as indicated above. 

 

Publication time: 10.30 am (D) 
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4 JAO Utility Tool Web Service 

 

The web service can be accessed by 2 different URLs, each one with a different technology. The same 

methods with the same results can be called on each URL. The next section will explain each URL 

further. 

4.1. ASMX Service 

 

URL: http://utilitytool.jao.eu/CascUtilityWebService.asmx 

WSDL: http://utilitytool.jao.eu/CascUtilityWebService.asmx?WSDL 

 

This web service can be accessed by the following protocols: SOAP 1.1, SOAP 1.2, HTTP GET and 

HTTP POST. 

For more information on using the ASMX, please visit the URL. This URL can also be used to query the 

data with a web browser for testing purposes. 

 

http://utilitytool.jao.eu/CascUtilityWebService.asmx
http://utilitytool.jao.eu/CascUtilityWebService.asmx?WSDL

